interventions (NPIs) are commonly used to treat infants with NAS. 5 , 6 Interventions include decreasing sources of stimulation that trigger irritable behaviors and implementing soothing and calming techniques. 7 , 8 Although most experts recommend beginning treatment with NPIs and continuing them concurrently with opioids to treat NAS, there is no empiric evidence that guides specific recommendations for NPIs in this population for either practitioners or parents. 7 Since NPIs are often used during feeding, developing a greater understanding of the needs of NAS infants, particularly regarding feeding, is critical as these infants appear to have different patterns of behavior than healthy, nonaffected infants.
Signs of withdrawal, some of which are behaviors, have been described anecdotally since the 1970s.
It appears that feeding patterns and/or the mechanics of sucking may also be different in infants with NAS. [15] [16] [17] [18] For example, Gewolb and colleagues 16 reported that 15 infants exposed to opiates were less efficient feeders and had more apneic swallows than 16 healthy control infants in the first 3 days of life. Kron and colleagues 18 also reported poor sucking performance in 32 infants exposed to methadone, even more so than 18 infants exposed to heroin, when compared with 20 normal controls. In a much larger sample of 1028 infants, LaGasse and colleagues 15 reported that opiate-exposed infants had more feeding problems (rejecting the nipple, dribbling milk, hiccoughing, spitting up, and coughing) than non-drug-exposed infants or those exposed to cocaine. Results of these studies confirm the challenges caregivers face when feeding infants with NAS, but the instrument used was unable to fully describe the range of behaviors, nor did it capture the characteristic irritability. On the basis of the authors' experience with feeding infants with NAS, it was determined that a new coding scheme must be developed to capture the full range of infant behaviors. The purpose of this study, therefore, was to define and describe the behaviors that infants with NAS demonstrate using feeding as the exemplar, and to identify those that facilitate or disrupt feeding. The research questions were as follows:
1. What behavior categories do infants with NAS exhibit during a feeding? 2. Which infant behaviors disrupt active feeding? and 3. What is the pattern of transitions between behavioral categories?
What This Study Adds
• A comprehensive coding scheme to evaluate feeding disruption in infants with NAS that enables descriptive of behaviors unique to individuals.
• An innovative method to assess feeding in infants with NAS.
• An instrument to evaluate the impact of nonpharmacologic interventions designed to improve feeding success.
United States. 10 Using the Finnegan Scoring Tool, D'Apolito and Hepworth 11 reported frequency of NAS behaviors in a sample of 14 infants exposed to methadone, alcohol, heroin, marijuana, and tobacco by maternal history, and barbiturates, benzodiazepines, and methamphetamines by infant urine analyses. Results from 1120 observations over 10 days indicated that the most prominent symptoms of withdrawal were increased tone and respiratory rate, disturbed sleep, fever, and excessive sucking. 11 Maguire and colleagues 12 reported results of a factor analysis of the Finnegan on 33,856 assessments for 171 infants with NAS. The 7 items that loaded on a 2-factor solution (crying, sleeping, increased muscle tone, tremors, increased respiratory rate, sweating, and sucking) were significantly correlated with the total score on the original 21-item Finnegan ( r = 0.917; P < .001). Although the investigators did not report the most frequent signs, the results of the factor analysis suggest that there is consistency in the most common signs among infants exposed to opiates and polydrug use. Considering that the purpose of the Finnegan NAS Tool is to evaluate response to treatment, it cannot be expected to fully describe all the infant behaviors that challenge mothers, especially during a feeding. Infant behaviors that disrupt feedings have not been well studied in this population.
The notion of "difficult feeding" was described in a study of full-term, small-for-gestational-age infants (n = 15). 13 The authors modified a coding system 14 to include only feeding problems, which included refusing or rejecting the nipple, dribbling, coughing or choking, spitting up, grimacing, crying, whimpering, trembling, and body tensing. The coders observed a mother-infant feeding interaction, and coded both mother and infant behaviors as they occurred. They compared the frequency of infant behaviors during feeding to a control group of 15 appropriate-for-gestational-age infants and reported no significant difference in the overall number of difficult feeding behaviors, except for grimace. However, there were significant differences in 3 qualitative ratings that included ease of feeding ( P < .05), withdrawing or responsive ( P < .05), and tense or relaxed ( P < .01). Using the same modified coding scale, LaGasse and colleagues 15 studied feeding behaviors in infants exposed to cocaine and/or opiates (n = 658) against normal controls (n = 730) but did not report or appear to include data about grimacing, whimpering, trembling, or body tensing. The infants exposed to opiates demonstrated significantly fewer feeding problems than infants exposed to cocaine. The feeding problems measured in these 2 studies, however, did not include many of the infant behaviors commonly observed during a feeding, such as irritability, hyperextension, and finger splay, so this instrument has limited usefulness in studies of infants with NAS.
Quantitative analysis was used to describe the frequency and length of each behavioral category as well as examine the pattern of transitions between categories. The relationships between the categories and whether the infant successfully completed the feeding were also examined.
The study was approved by the hospital institutional review board that has reciprocity with the local university board. Mothers signed a single informed consent for themselves and their infants to participate. Mothers were recruited from a tertiary referral center and were eligible if they gave birth to an infant being treated for NAS, intended to parent, were at least 18 years of age, and could speak and read English. Ineligible mothers were those who were incarcerated, and ineligible infants were those with life-threatening illness or not taking nutrition orally. A total of 16 mother-infant dyads participated in the videotaped feeding sessions. In an effort to increase the homogeneity of the sample for the present analyses, 5 dyads (where the infant was breastfed or had completed morphine treatment) were excluded, leaving a total of 11 dyads that were analyzed. One infant, included in the analysis, was a preterm twin, born at 32 weeks, but was 38 weeks' corrected age at the time of the study. All data for this report were collected between June and December 2013.
Measures

Infant Withdrawal
The nursing standard of care at the facility where the research was conducted included infant assessment every 3 hours using the Modified Finnegan Neonatal Abstinence Score 19 to assign a withdrawal score (WS). This instrument is widely used to assess categories of readily observable disturbances in the central nervous and gastrointestinal systems, as well as metabolic, vasomotor, and respiratory signs on 23 parameters. The higher the total score, the more severe the withdrawal; scores greater than 15 were aggressively treated to avoid seizures and considered a medical emergency. Two consecutive scores of 8 or more triggered pharmacologic treatment in this setting. The nursing staff achieved 90% interrater reliability on the instrument in 2010 20 and again in 2013 during the time these data were collected. The WS used for this study was the one reported by the nurse caring for the infant just prior to the start of the feeding.
Definitions
An "episode" was an occurrence of a behavioral category. The "duration of an episode" was the time the category was first coded to the time when the next category was coded. "Feeding time" was measured from the time the infant started actively feeding to the time the infant completed the feeding. "Feeding completion" was determined when the mother removed the bottle from the infant's mouth for the last time, or announced that the feeding was completed. No infant was offered the bottle after 30 minutes. If the infant did not take the minimum volume required, the standard nursery procedure was followed to ensure that the infant had adequate fluid intake.
Procedures
After informed consent, a mutually agreeable appointment was made with the mother, based on the infant's feeding schedule. All infants with NAS in the study facility were fed every 3 hours on a schedule; feeding cues were not used. All infants were fed on schedule, and none became ill or had any invasive procedures in the previous 24 hours. Infant feedings were recorded in their private neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) room from the beginning of the feeding to the end; none were more than 30 minutes in length. Mothers were asked to let the investigators know when the feeding ended. Two synchronized video cameras were used whenever possible to ensure the best view of infant behavior. Occasionally the room configuration did not enable a second camera to be positioned at a different angle. A microphone was placed near the dyad to capture infant vocalizations. Once the recording started, the investigator left the patient room to provide privacy but remained accessible outside the door, available to check on the feeding progress and camera angles. A copy of the video recording was made and given to the mother at the end of the visit, as well as a $25 gift card to a national chain store. All data were downloaded to a secure password-protected network that was backed up daily.
Data Analysis
Demographic Data
Demographic and clinical data about the dyad were retrieved from the infant medical record. Descriptive data about the categories were analyzed in the Noldus Observer XT software.
Qualitative Data Analysis
Initially all the videos were reviewed 5 to 6 times by the principal investigator to identify, list, and describe all the observable infant behaviors. All distinct infant movements, facial expressions, and vocalizations were coded. These behavioral codes were then grouped into 5 mutually exclusive categories: feeding, fussing, resting, crying, and sleeping/ sedated. The derived behavioral categories were then checked for accuracy and completeness by reviewing the videos until there were no unclassified behaviors. A second trained rater coded behaviors occurring in one 5-minute sample of each session, obtaining a moderately strong interrater reliability ( κ = 0.88).
Quantitative Data Analysis
The 5 behavioral categories were loaded as the coding scheme in the Observer XT software (Version 11.5, Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, the Netherlands). Each video recording was coded using the coding scheme. Each instance of a behavioral category was coded as an event with defined start and stop times, which enabled their duration to be measured in milliseconds. The software output provided the frequency and temporal sequence of all coded events as well as the total and mean duration of each event. The behavior codes for each infant were displayed visually in a colored bar graph and checked for accuracy against the video to confirm that the codes were correct. We also calculated the "feeding time" and classified infants as either completing the feeding or not.
RESULTS
Demographic and clinical data for mothers and infants are listed in Table 1 . In addition, 8 mothers were single, one was married, one divorced, and one undeclared. Four were first-time mothers, while the others had previous experience with 1 to 4 other children. Most infants were administered oral morphine just before the feeding, but 3 infants were given morphine after the feeding started by the nurse caring for the infant. All but 1 WS was 8 or less ( M = 4.4; SD = 2.6).
Behavior Categories Observed During Feeding
Across all behavioral categories, the one with the highest number of episodes was fussing (n = 297), followed by feeding (n = 178), sleeping/sedated (n = 90), resting (n = 92), and crying (n = 89) ( Figure 1 ).
Fussing
Behaviors that defined fussing included averting face, pulling or turning away, or otherwise resisting; grimacing or frowning; hyperextending arms or legs; flailing arms; splaying fingers; pushing or spitting out the nipple; and vocal objections like whimpering, but not a robust cry.
Fussing behavior accounted for 40.2% of the feeding period, with episode duration ranging from 14.7 seconds to 11 minutes ( M = 281 seconds; SD = 237 seconds). The frequency of individual fussing episode ranged from 2 to 62 fussing episodes ( M = 22.4; SD = 20.1), with the mean range of duration from 4.8 seconds to 17.2 seconds ( M = 10.2 seconds; SD = 4.5 seconds) ( Table 2 ). Fussing had very short mean length of episodes indicating that infants transitioned very quickly in and out of fussing. Infants with less than 4 fussing episodes were more likely to complete their feeding within 15 minutes. In total, the majority of the infants were fussing between 1 and 11 minutes during the feeding.
Feeding
Feeding consisted of a constellation of 3 behaviors: latched on the nipple; sucking and swallowing in a rhythmical pattern; and occasional, brief (up to 5 seconds) pauses. If the pause exceeded 5 seconds, a transition to a different behavioral category was scored. The infant's eyes could be open or closed, the extremities were usually flexed, the infant's face had a calm appearance, and the infant appeared to be focused on the task of feeding.
Feeding behavior accounted for 24% of the videotaped feeding period for these infants, with episode duration ranging from 2 to 34 feeding episodes ( M = 16.1; SD = 9.6) ( Table 2 ). The average time infants spent feeding was about 8.5 minutes ( M = 59.9 seconds; SD = 70 seconds), from barely 4 minutes to a maximum of about 15 minutes. Some infants were fed for very short periods (12-24 seconds) before transitioning to resting, fussing, crying, or sleeping/sedated.
Sleeping/Sedated
It was difficult to differentiate, from viewing videos alone, whether the infants were sleeping naturally or in a state of sedation from the opiates they had been administered to alleviate signs of withdrawal. Therefore, sleeping and sedated were grouped into one behavioral category. In this state, the infant's eyes were usually closed. If their eyes were open, they had a glassy appearance. This category was coded if the mother verbalized that the infant was asleep, or when the infant's extremities or facial expressions were limp or hypotonic and the eyes were glassy when open. Only 5 infants had sleeping/sedated behavior during the recording (45%) and for those infants, it accounted for 12.1% of the feeding period, ranging from 0.5 to 12 minutes ( M = 436 seconds, SD = 293 seconds). The number of sleeping/sedated episodes ranged from 2 to 34 ( M = 14.8, SD = 12).
Most slept less than 1 minute at a time ( M = 41.7 seconds; SD = 39.8 seconds). One infant had 2 long (2-minute) episodes of sleeping. The majority of the transitions from sleeping/sedated were to fussing (n = 49), although the infants also transitioned to feeding about half as many times (n = 24) ( Table 3 ).
FIGURE 1
Number of obscured episodes of behavior categories. 
Resting
Infants were considered resting when they were not feeding for greater than 5 seconds but appearing to remain awake. When they were resting, infants' eyes were open and they had relaxed facial features. Alternatively, their eyes could be closed as long as they had other indications of wakefulness such as flexed or general movement of extremities. A relaxed face was a critical element in scoring the period as resting behavior. Some mothers used a pacifier to calm the infant, and when the infant met the criteria, resting was coded.
Resting behavior accounted for 12% of the feeding period, with episode duration ranging between 14 seconds and 15.5 minutes ( M = 339.8 seconds; SD = 304.7 seconds). Of the 9 infants who demonstrated resting (82%), the range of episodes was between 2 and 34 ( M = 9.8; SD = 10.4). The infants spent between less than 1 and 2 minutes in each resting episode ( M = 40.2 seconds; SD = 33.9 seconds).
Crying
Crying, a loud outburst of cry, was differentiated from "vocal objection" by its robustness. Crying could appear alone, or with behaviors associated with fussing, such as frowning, hypertonia, fisting, and flailing. When crying, the infants' faces changed in color from pink to pale or reddened, and appeared angry and upset, losing all characteristics of being calm and content. Crying episodes were considered terminated when the infant's cries de-escalated to vocal objections, as in fussing, or the infant resumed feeding.
For the 6 infants who demonstrated crying behavior (55%), crying behavior accounted for 11.7% of the feeding period. The number of episodes ranged between 1 and 34 ( M = 8.5; SD = 11.1). These infants cried between less than 10 seconds and 9 minutes ( M = 197.3 seconds; SD = 223.8 seconds), each episode lasting between 3 and 28 seconds ( M = 10.6 seconds; SD = 9.3 seconds). Of the infants who cried, 3 accounted for the majority of the crying time (50%), from a minimum of 3 minutes up to nearly 9 minutes of the feeding time. When combined with fussing, crying and fussing accounted for 51% of the time in which the infants were recorded.
Infant Behaviors That Disrupted Active Feeding
The transition from feeding to not feeding was largely characterized by fussing (n = 117) ( Table 3 ) . Infants who transitioned frequently from feeding to fussing tended to have brief feeding episodes ranging from 13.3 to 33.9 seconds ( M = 18.2; SD = 5.8). Of the 6 infants with 17 or more transitions to fussing, only 3 finished the feeding. Fussing disrupted feeding in every subject at least once ( Table 3 ) , and almost 3 times as often as the next most frequent behavior (sleeping/sedated, n = 42). Among the 5 infants who transitioned from feeding to sleeping/sedated more than once, the range was 3 to 14 times ( M = 6; SD = 5). Crying was the behavior least likely to disrupt feeding, occurring only twice in 1 infant.
Patterns of Behavioral Transitions
Infants transitioned between categories between 6 and 149 times ( M = 67; SD = 45) ( behavior and was the most frequent behavior disrupting feeding ( Table 3 ) . Fussing transitioned to each of the other behavior categories between 49 and 118 times. When infants were resting, they transitioned to fussing 3 times more frequently than to feeding, and infants with the most episodes of resting had the most transitions to fussing. Those who were the most fussy had the most disrupted feeding. Infants who did the most crying also spent the most time fussing.
Results by Group
As shown in Table 2 , infants who did not complete their feeding had nearly twice the mean number of fussing episodes as completers. Two of the 3 infants who did not complete their feeding each spent about 11 minutes sleeping during the feeding. They also had 3 times as many resting episodes as infants in the completed group, and the average length of the feeding episodes in the completed group was about 80% longer. Infants who did not complete the feeding transitioned from feeding to fussing proportionally twice as frequently as the completers and had the lowest mean number of seconds per feeding episode (12.1 and 14.7 seconds), indicating that they had very short episodes of feeding that were frequently interrupted.
DISCUSSION
The major findings of this study were (1) the behavior categories exhibited by infants with NAS during a feeding, (2) the predominance of fussing that occurred during feeding, (3) the majority of transitions to and from nonfeeding behaviors was preceded by fussing, and (4) an understanding of the characteristics of infants who did not complete the feeding during the allotted 30-minute time period.
Behavior Categories Observed During Feeding
Although the behaviors that emerged from the qualitative video review have been previously described by many clinicians 4 , 5 , 7 and investigators, 21,22 they have not been categorized and used to quantify the bottle-feeding experience of infants with NAS. Previous investigators identified specific behaviors observed during feeding of infants with NAS, 13 , 15 but did not develop a reproducible coding system. Many of the behaviors that we commonly observed were not included in that early assessment, such as hyperextension, arm flail, finger splay, vocal objections, glassy eyes, sleeping, hypotonia, and resting. We believe that it is unusual to find so much fussing, sleeping/sedated, resting, and crying behaviors during a bottle-feeding, confirming the notion that infants with NAS are challenging to feed.
Predominance of Fussing During Feeding
In this study, fussing emerged as an important behavior, which lends support to numerous observations that infants with NAS are irritable and difficult to feed, even when being treated with oral morphine. 5 , 23 , 24 During these feeding sessions, infants spent more time fussing than in any other behavior category, on average more than one third of the feeding period. Fussing combined with crying accounted for half the time dedicated to a feeding. The infants with the fewest fussing episodes were more likely to complete their feeding within 15 minutes ( Table 4 ) . The time infants spent fussing was time not devoted to actively feeding, and that has the potential to cause distress for caregivers. Although the duration of an individual fussing episode was relatively short, every infant had at least 2, and as many as 62 in a single feeding. These results reflect findings of previous investigators, 15 , 16 , 18 who reported significantly greater feeding problems (nipple rejection/refusal, dribbling, splitting up, and coughing) in opioidexposed infants. Mentro and colleagues defined feeding responsiveness as the "manifestation of physiologically influenced visual, expressive, vocal and motor reactive behaviours expressed by an infant in reaction to a caregiver's feeding attempts." 25 (p210) Their extensive review of the literature indicated that infant cues include negative 
Transitioning Between Fussing to and From Other Behaviors
Not only was fussing the most common behavior among these infants, it was also found to be transitional to and from all other behaviors. More often than not, fussing was more likely to precede and follow instances of every other behavior. Since we did not code the mother's behavior, we can only hypothesize that fussing's brief duration may suggest that the infant was communicating a need that either was quickly met as evidenced by transition to feeding or resting, or was a need not met as evidenced by transition to crying. The infant must be able to clearly communicate behavioral cues, and the mother must be able to understand and respond to the cues to provide opportunities for growth and learning. 26 In this study, one third of the mothers had no previous experience with NAS, so may have not been sensitive to their infants' cues. It has been hypothesized that drugexposed infants may not be able to give clear cues, which can cause interference in the adaptive process. 26 In this study, however, there were numerous examples of infants transitioning from fussing to feeding, indicating that the infant can be directed back to feeding. French and colleagues 27 demonstrated that when mothers with substance abuse history are taught how to read their infants' cues within the first 24 hours of delivery, interaction with their infant improves.
Infants Who Did Not Complete the Feeding
Nearly 25% of the infants in this study did not complete their feeding during the feeding episode, spending almost twice as much time fussing as feeding. While this percentile only represents 3 infants because of our small sample size, they had notably shorter feeding episodes than the rest of the sample. The WS of these infants were 3, 4, and 6, and it was the first baby for only 1 mother. It may be important for mothers to attend to these short episodes of feeding, because it might indicate that something is distracting the infant from feeding, such as excessive light or noise, or even lack of swaddling. Furthermore, feeding experts recommend waiting for the infant to demonstrate feeding readiness cues before offering the feeding, 26 but that was not the practice in this clinical setting.
Limitations
Care was taken to maintain the integrity of both the observational and quantitative data in this study; however, limitations still exist involving the number and selection of subjects and the lack of psychometric properties of the behavioral coding. Because we did not find an instrument that measured infant behavior in enough detail, we used qualitative method to identify all behaviors observed during a feeding. Although agreement was reached on the descriptors of each category, the behavior categories were developed using a small sample and must be validated with a larger sample size in the future. In fact, those standard deviations that are close to or greater than the mean in Tables 1 and 2 reflect a small sample size. There is, however, a lack of standardized measures to evaluate behaviors that disrupt infant feeding. The modified scale used by Mullen and colleagues 13 to compare feeding behaviors between normal newborns and small-for-gestational-age infants did not include a description of how the behaviors were chosen or tested for inclusion in the instrument, and it is unclear why LaGasse and colleagues 15 further modified it to eliminate some very common behaviors. However, the behavior categories that we described share many characteristics found in other scales of infant behavior and maternal-child interaction. 13 , 21,22 , 28 This was a small convenience sample of infants who were enrolled at different points in their treatment, so data were collected at the beginning of treatment for some, while others had been treated for 2 to 3 weeks and were recovering. The mothers had different levels of experience; some were primiparas, while 1 had 5 infants who had experienced NAS. Efforts to obtain a larger sample size are under way to provide better control for variability in para, age, severity of withdrawal, opiate dosage, and the environmental conditions that might influence infant behavior.
IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS
Despite the limitations, these results have implications for practice and research.
Preparing Mothers for Fussiness
Most mothers expect feeding to be a pleasurable experience in the newborn period, but these findings suggest that feeding is also a time with much fussiness in infants with NAS. Although "fussing" is not specifically assessed in the Modified Finnegan Neonatal Abstinence Score, it is reflected under the subscore of Central Nervous System Disturbances. 29 In this category, infants are assessed for items such as the extent of crying, sleeplessness, tremors, and increased muscle tone. The range of scores in this subscore is 0 to 26, and at least 1 report demonstrates that these signs can be found in normal newborns. 30 Many of the fussing behaviors identified in this sample included increased muscle tone and tremors. Mothers can be taught to expect a lot of fussing, and that it will probably interfere with feeding. Fussing may be interpreted as an opportunity for mothers to help the infants transition back to feeding. These mothers will need guidance from their nurse to recognize and respond to fussing to help the infants successfully complete the feeding. Mothers can also be counseled that withdrawal signs will occasionally prevent their infants from being successful in feeding, relieving them of anxiety that could further compromise feeding success. The findings also suggest that short feeding episodes may be associated with not completing the feeding. Recognizing this pattern might provide an opportunity for the mother (or nurse) to evaluate whether the infant is ready to feed.
Establishing Evidence to Support Nursing Interventions in Infants With NAS
Very few studies are available to guide evidencebased practice in this population. 7 , 8 We believe, however, that investigation of the maternal-infant interaction is a priority to help these mothers be successful parents. Much is known about the importance of maternal-infant interactions during feeding. Feeding is often chosen as an opportunity to study dyadic interactions because of its potential rich experience for both participants. The ability of the caregiver to interpret infant behavior and respond contingently, as well as the infant's ability to give clear behavioral cues, influences the quality of caregiver-infant interactions. 31 Early studies found that maternal-infant interactions were good predictors of IQ and language in the child's future development. 32 Mothers who respond quickly to their infants' distress generally have infants who are easily soothed, and they gain confidence in their ability to recognize and alleviate the distress. 31 This is an important finding, considering that mothers of infants with NAS are struggling with their own addiction, 33 including depression, which is a common diagnosis among women addicted to drugs. 34 Other challenges these women face include few financial resources, unstable housing, history of abuse, legal problems, and lack of social support from family and friends. 35 Two important areas not yet addressed are the maternal actions and environmental factors that may impact feeding. Therefore, we suggest studies similar to ours that focus upon defining and describing the specific maternal behavior categories noted during feeding of infants with NAS and the environmental conditions that may also impact feeding experiences. Since environmental accommodations are often included in NPI, collecting data about lighting and noise such as loud voices and background music may provide additional insight into feeding success. It may then be possible to determine how the infant and mother behaviors, and environmental conditions, are interrelated and to predict which combinations result in the most favorable feeding situations.
It is also possible that detailed comparisons between feeding sessions of infants with NAS and those of both normal and preterm infants could prove useful in providing both mothers and caregivers with more realistic expectations of feeding patterns for infants with NAS. Zimmermann-Baer and colleagues 30 reported frequency of NAS signs in a study of 128 normal newborns who were not exposed to opiates, confirmed by meconium and urine analysis. The presence of signs changed over time (3 days to 6 weeks) and included high pitched cry, tremors, fever, nasal stuffiness, sneezing, tachypnea, frantic sucking, poor feeding, and vomiting.
Instruments such as the Nursing Child Assessment Satellite Training Feeding Scale 31 (NCAFS), which quantifies interactions that occur between caregiver and infant feeding, could be used in this regard. The NCAFS takes into account the infant's clarity of cues and responsiveness to the caregiver, as well as caregiver characteristics of sensitivity to infant cues, alleviation of distress, and the ability to provide growth-fostering situations. It has been used with normal and preterm infants, as well as other high-risk infant populations to demonstrate differences between healthy newborns and other groups. High-risk infants and their mothers consistently score lower on the NCAFS than normal newbornmother dyads. For example, Lobo and colleagues 36 reported that mother-preterm infant dyads with failure to thrive scored lower on the NCAFS than healthy controls. The NCAFS has also been used to quantify outcomes of hospital-based interventions. White-Traut and colleagues 37 tested the impact of Hospital to Home: Optimizing the Infant's Environment (H-HOME) in 142 preterm infants. The
Summary of Recommendations for Practice and Research
What we know:
• Infants with NAS are diffi cult to feed and extremely fussy, even when withdrawal symptoms are controlled with medication.
What needs to be studied:
• There is a need for research regarding the impact of maternal use of NPIs on the behaviors of infants with NAS, particularly as it relates to infant feeding.
• There is also a need to identify and describe the specifi c maternal behaviors and the environmental conditions that may also impact feeding experiences in infants with NAS.
What we can do today:
• Assess infants for fussiness and teach mothers to expect it, and how to manage it during a feeding.
66 infants in the intervention group had significantly higher maternal Social-Emotional Growth Fostering subscale scores, as well as higher infant Clarity of Cues subscale scores than the 76 in the attention control group. Their intervention helped mothers identify and respond appropriately to infant cues and also helped the infant organize his or her behaviors providing further evidence of the need for intervention in a high-risk group. Similarly, Brown and Talmi 38 tested a hospital intervention in 84 motherpreterm infant dyads, confirming that even shortterm hospital-based interventions can provide lasting benefits to high-risk populations as measured by the NCAFS. French and colleagues 27 used it to demonstrate improvement in a population of infants primarily exposed to marijuana.
Interaction between mothers and infants during feeding is described as bidirectional, and shaped by each other's signals. 39(p258) As the mother learns her baby's cues, she adapts her responses to meet the baby's needs. The goal is to achieve synchrony, so that each adapts and responds to the other or modifies the other's behavior. 31 NICU nurses play an important role in teaching mothers with a history of substance abuse about how to interpret and respond to behaviors of their infants with NAS. Several investigators have demonstrated that a simple teaching intervention improves interactions of these mothers and infants with NAS. 27 , 40 Since others have demonstrated that infants who are perceived as difficult by their caregivers often exhibit poor growth, 41 it is important to support the mother through the infant's withdrawal process so she can form strong attachment behaviors that enable growth-fostering interactions.
31
CONCLUSION
Feeding is a very meaningful and important parental task in the newborn period, especially when the infant is hospitalized in the NICU. It often represents one of the few things a mother can do for her infant, and she is anxious to do it well. Moreover, a mother in substance abuse recovery must demonstrate the ability to successfully feed her infant to earn the right to take that infant home. In this study, we found that infants demonstrated severe irritability by spending the majority of the time fussing, with frequent behavioral changes to and from fussing, and in some instances, inability to complete the feeding. Some infants had patterns of very short feeding episodes, which seemed to be associated with not completing the feeding. We also found that some infants returned to feeding after a fussing episode, which might be related to the experience of the mother, although that was not specifically studied. There is much to learn about the interactions between infants with NAS and their mothers. Our
